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HALL AND líLANI).

favored the lowest ratio at which a par"Do you believe, my friends, that
ity could be maintained. He agreed Thomas Jefferson was dictated to by
Two Missouri Stastemen Discuss the with that statement; ao did Jefferson England right after we had licked her?"
nnd Benton.
A eulogy on the founder of democracy
Silver Question.
"Mr. Puyan once said to me," said followed, and this quotation from the
Tlicy DiKiiBrco on tin, Miitor of the Hiitlii the speaker, "that all the political writings of Jefferson was given, intended
hut I Cot Want Krue
economists' are with him on this ques- to show that the sage of Monticello had
t'oliiiij.
tion. I now make the assertion, and I all the time contended that the ratio bechallenge Mr. liland to reply to it, that tween the metals was purely u mercanCongressman U. S. Nail, brother of there is not a political economist on the tile problem. Said Jefferson :
Marshal ;. L. Hall, of this territory had face of the glohe of reputation who ad"The proportion between the value- - of
a debate witli U. '. Bland in Missouri vocates the independent free coinage of gold and silver is a mercantile problem
recently and the following extracts will silver at a ratio of Hi to 1."
altogether.
The legal proportion in
At this interesting juncture, the seats Spain is Hi for ; in England, ló'.j fori ;
prove of interest:
"Mr. Bland comes to you," Raid Mr. in front of the platform gave way. in France, 15 for 1. Just principles will
Hull, "to remove every inuring doubt While Mr. Hall was watching he crowd, lead us to disregard legal proportions
hat you may have on the silver quos-lio- one of his admires shouted out:
altogether;" to inquire into the market
"Pull off your coat, Riley."
If Dick Bland eannot. remove
price of go. d in the several countries
"There are too many ladies here," with which we shall be principally conthese doubts, then no other man can do
said the congressman, and, turning to nected in commerce, and lo take an avit."
erage from them. Perhaps we might,
Continuing his personal remarks, he Bland, inquired :
"Are you going to take off your coat?" wiih safely lead to proportions somereferred in the experience that .Mr.
"I always do when I get. warm," said what above par for gold, considering our
Bland had liad in dolíale, and his lifetime study of ihe question that he was the great silver apostle.
neighborhood and commerce, w ith the
Mr. Hall discussed hrielly .Air. Bland's sources of the coins and the tendency
ahout to discuss.
With this preface, he stated the prop- declaration in uh Sedalia speech that if which the high price of gold in Spain
ositions upon which they were agreed. fret! silver results, in the expmaiion of has to draw thither all that of their
It would ho agreed between Ihem that, t)2"),000,000 of gold from this country it mines, leaving silver principally for our
would simply increase the price of the and oilier markets.".
the demonetization ,,f (m, SV(.,.
iS7;j
countries'.
an
l'Ut
additional Imrden on ihe people, products of the
Next came the following quotation
"If it would increase prices by send- from Thomas II. Uimion, answering the
and he would go as far as Mr. Bland in
adonunci.itio.i of this legisla. ion. It ing gold there,"
Mr Benion said :
the speaker, why same
was also agreed botwi en ihein that sil- wouldn't it increase prices hv leaving it
"This wits not the time o discuss the
'
ver should he coined free. Mr. Bland here?
relative value of gold a. d silver, nor to
insisted tlwt ihe ratio should he 1(1 to 1.
A further quotation lorm the Sedaba urge Ihe particular
proportion which
The speaker would take issue wiih
him, Bpivch was made, where .Sir. Bland in- ought to be established between them.
and what he had lo say would he fur serted that tree lilver coinage by the Thai would be the proper work of acom- the piiriio.-- m
t,
i,e danger ai,d United Simes would give mis c u,iiry a mi, lee. A present it inigh, be
direful eoiii eijiioi ces of such a step.
monopoly of the trade with oilier counand nut irreleva.it, to say Unit this
"1 vote for free coii agc of silver at a tries on a silver basis anil umke New question was one of commerce ; Hint it,
ratio of tu I," said Mr. Hall, "a,.,! I York tne cearing-iiou.'- e
for the world. was puioly and simply a mercantile
intei:il lo vole for it at the next
The speaker onuuioiaiod i iie icven coun- prohiem a- - m;u h so as. an acquisition
But wny? IUv,i tsi I am y'.ir tries on a silver basis. "These
of an ordi..ar. iifivluitidi e from foreign
serveut. Whdi I see y?ui are going
it'll, goes where it
he said, "have a surplus of the co.iiiiries colli. lie.
w.oi.g, however, I propose to lell you very thing of which we have a surplus. mid.-it-s
able, oíd iba. value is what
about it, and urge yoii.ln put your elf You wont io hec.aivi.il, my Iriend , lie. ore too laws of
greai naiio.is give. In Mexoo ihe r.glu Hack,
,o.l irado a i'ivncuiiia.i for a Ch;n.uiiai. ico and Ni.iih .Y ii ti ii'a , the comimos
"Mr. ;laiul u d I are fiilher agreed,'' Be ca, vía he. ore
r.id. ,i.i K igli (lthat prod.icc gold, a d ir.iin wu.cli the
coniiniied Mr. Hall, in statingtho terms iman ora ' orinan ...r.i .'.le 41can giva.-er,- "
I'niied S, ates niu.-- i derive their chief
of Ihe dolíale,
:i
ihe col
Toe uae- - paid in ho.-- co.iu. ries and supply, lie value ot gold h lt to 1; in
eiciai
ra, lo of niver to goiil i.s :,u to I, and ihe ihe per c.ipi;a cur. ila. io.i were also
Cuba, 17 to 1. Ii is not lo he supposed
dispute hot w ten us is whether or not
Answering the anticipated ar- that gold will come from ihe.-- countries,
the I'niied Siales,
.and gument that foreign countries (iad forced lo the United Suites if the importer is to
alone can coin silver al a rutioof Hi In 1." the United Sillies to a gold standard, lose o,.e dollor in every Hi hut lie brings,
The speaker helieved t hai silver should the speaker asserted that England's cup or that our own gold will remain with
he coined free at a ratio which would of happiness would g' to a silver basis us when an "exponer can gain one dollar
maintain its purity with gold. He read and thus force her out of the markets of upon every lo thai he carries out. Such
from one of .Mr. I'lland's articles in Ihe the eivilucil world.
These remarks results would be contrary to tin' laws of
North American Review, in which ihe brought Mr. Hall lo the propositions trade, and, therefore, we must place the
t
ii
he stood.
'.v'i
i'i
grcai nlver expoi.ent had staled that he upon w
'i'm'1"- Slime
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TUN EAtiLIC. WEDNESDAY.

A t

(U'ST 14,

silver was the cause of its losing its com- verted his argument that Jefferson famercial value."
vored a ratio based on the commercial
Unless one argument advanced by
In reply to the statement that he could values of the metal. He was glad, he
Bland stood good, the statement that not name any acknowledged authority of said, to learn from such a distingished
the United States could coin silver at political economy who advocated the free authority as Mr. Bland that Ernest Seyd,
once at a ratio of 16 to 1, could not be coinage of silver by one country alone, whom all the populists orators had demaintained. That argument he would Mr. Bland quoted from a reply oi nounced as the enemy of this country
now quote, and the speaker read an ex- Ceemuschi to a United Slates senator, and the tool of the llohscliilds, had adtract from the Sedalia speech, in which in which the Frenchman said that vocated free coinage for the United
Mr. Bland asked that the mints of the France has made a serious mistake by States. He pleaded with the people to
United States be opened to free coinage not continuing the free coinage of silver. study the question and at there firesides
at once, and that all the nations of the
Referring to Mr. Hall's attitud" about this winter weigh the proposition as to
earth he invited to bring their silver ratio, Mr. Bland declared that i.n inti- whether free independent coinage at 16
bullion here. The United States was mate acquaintance with the legislators to 1 was not a dangerous experiment.
to back up its offer by announcing its of the country had convinced him that
exporting IIoi'kch for Meat.
intention to put its $70,000,000,000 in there was not a true friend of bimetalview and offer it in exchange for silver lism in the country who wanted any
United States Consul E. W. S. Tingle,
at 16 to 1.
other ratio than 16 to 1. The trouble Brunswick, Germany, sends to the de"What if they should take you np, with men like Hall was they offered no partment of state a report on the export
friends?" asked Mr. Hall.
"Before solution of the question. Congress had trade in horse meat and suggests that
making a bluff, look at what the conse- not in recent years sought to change the business can best be handled by big
quences might be, and stop to think be- this ratio, and the most votes polled for packing houses on this side. We quote:
fore you offer your homestead for sil- any proposition looking to continued sil- "It would be much better to ship the
ver at 16 to 1 when it is selling in the ver coinage during the Sherman repeal horses on the hoof, consigning them to
markets of the world at a ratio of 80 extra session was on a ballot in favor of a large port like Hamburg. The reason
to 1."
it is best to sliip horses on the hoof is
the ratio of 16 to 1.
Mr. Bland, in reply to the argument that the duty on live horses is but $4. "ó
Bland tvas greeted
with a tumultuous applause, and he that the United States had a much larger each, while if the meat alone is shipped
Blarted boldly into the contest. The hit per capita circulation than any of the Mime objection similar to that now made
of his speech came at the very beginning. silver countries, reviewed the argument against American beef might be brought
His voice was unusually clear and he advanced in his Sedalia speech, in which forward. If however, the horses are
had, for him, an unusual amount of fire. lie quoted from the statistics furnished brought over on hoof not only is the duly
He denied that it was his mission to con- by Mulhall, the English statistician, as much less I lit examination showing the
vince the spectators beyond a doubt, but to the productive power of the people of healthy condition of the animals can be
said that the burden of proof lay with the United States as compared with readily made. The meat is sold in Ger
Mr. Hall to show that present condi- other countries. The productive power many at seven cents a pound for fresh
tions were not the result of adverse leg- of one American was equal to that of 10 meat and twelve cents a pound for
islation.
Mexicans or lóChinanten.
If the United smoked meat. The German horse butcher
"Mr. Hall has gone further in this de- States produced more, it would have pays on an average for horses oí $8". It
bate," said the silver orator, as lie raised to have a larger per capita circulation. should he borne in mind, however
himself on tiptoe, "than I had expected Otherwise the property would get into that these prices are for wornniit horses.
him to go. He has said that the free the hands of the bondholders.
The fresh American horses should bring
coinage of silver at 16 to 1 would bring
"They tell us," said Mr. Bland, "that better prices. Suppose the large packaliout ruin and disaster. Yet he tells if $1,000,000 in silver coin were melted ing companies deliver the fresh Ameriyou that he will vote for such a hill. My into bullion, it would be worth only can horses in Hamburg ai $0 per head.
friends, what sort of a showing does he $000,000. They call that a knock-dow- n
Taking out the duty about, f'i the
make before this audience? If I lielieved argument. The man who makes that kind transportation, the feeding ami care on
that a vote of mine in congress would of argument ought to be knocked down. the way about $5 more, there remains a
bring ruin to this country, I would not No less a distinguished statesman than net price in America of, say $20 per
vote, no matter what pledges I had the secretary of agriculture has told us head, out of which must com,- - the packmade. I would resign my seat in con- that money ought to be tested by lire. er's and
profit. Horses
gress. That is what I would do."
If I had my way I would lire both him could, by reason of the splendid roads in
"Hit 'em again, Dick," shouted a and his chief, the president of the Germany, be delivered on the hoof
Rpeetator, ornamented with a
United States.
from Hamburg to any German town at
badge, Mr. Bland proceeded. Mr. Hall,
"Silver cannot be converted back small cost. It is in this manner that
he said, had read from his article in the into money, as can gold, because you Russian horses are brought, into GerNorth American Review, in which he can take the gold back to the treas- many for sale."
stated that he was in favor of the lowest ury and have it coined again, but you
A Noted MiriBlrel,
ratio that would keep the metals at a can't, do that with silver."
M. T. Skiff formerly
manager
parity, but Mr. Hall had read only a
Mr. Bland quoted Ernest Seyd as, for W. J. Scanlan, the Irish Comedian,
part of the article.
for years
stating that the Uni;ed States should suffered with Rlicumali-"That reminds me of the man who coin silver free and that there was' a without relief until he bought a bottle
of
said that he could prove from the Bible conflict in this country between the rul- TwoDruinmond's Lightning Remedy.
bottles made a well man of him.
that there was no God. The man start- ing power and the masses.
There are a thousand remedies for
i,
ed to read : 'Here it is,' said he, 'there is
hut none have received the unThe remainder of his speech followed
no God.' Some in the audience cried practically the same line of argument solicited testimonials from prominent
people as shown by Drumniond's Lightout: 'Now read what is before that.' It as at Sedalia.
ning Remedy. When a cure is wanted
ran this way: 'The fool hath said in his
In the 15 minutes allotted him to close, send $.') to the Drunmioiid Medicine Co.,
heart there is no God.'
Mr. Hall insisted that side issues should 48 Maiden Lane, New York, and 'l hey
"My position was then, and it is now, not have been dragged into the debate will ship to your express address two
large bottles of the remedy enough for
that the hostile legislation demonetizing and denied that Mr. Bland had contro one month's
treatment. Agents Wanted.

do, if we wish to gain any part of theirs,
or to regain any part of our own."
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P. Walsh, general baggage agent of
The first term of the U. S. District
Court will convene here on Monday, the Santa Fe, was here yesterday lookSeptember 2nd,' and the hotel men are ing into the matter of claims made
Newsy Notes of Happenings Purely getting in readiness to provide ample against the road for losses incurred dur
Local.
accommodations for those who will be ing the late fire.
here in attendence.
(Jrlttt of Itcudnble l'nriiRrnphfi Which
Gillett & Son are making preparations
Hliould Nut be Overluokcil
to move into the Silver City National
llV Our lU'iulerH.
Bank building. The basement is being
There was another fine rain Sunday cleaned out and it is expected that the
night.
building will be ready for occupancy
There is a probability of Morrill Hall alxnit the first of the month. Gillett &.
Son have shown commendable enterbeing refitted as a plaee of amusement.
Stockman along the Mimbres say that prise in getting in shape to do business
the grass on the river range was never after the Hood.
At Fort Bayard and Central, Episcolietter.
BIA.UT ÍM
pal
services will be held, next Sunday,
The board of county commissioners at
Holy
by
Kev.
S.
Cross.
The
Edward
its meeting this week approved nil bills
1 -- V.
Communion will be celebrated at Fort
which has lieen presented to date.
Bavard, at 11 a. in., and memliers of up to our eyes making ICE
Since the new schedule went into effect
other christian bodies are invited to
on the Santa Fe, tne north bound trains
and CONFECpartake. Service at the schoolhouse, at CREAM
pass at Whitney, near Deming.
4
Central, at p. m. All are welcome to TIONERY.
Fresh Candy
The front of the Lesinzhy building these services.
every
day
and Ice Cream
which was badly damaged by the recent
The board of county coniissioners
floods, fell out on Main street last week.
all the time. Call and see
were
m session
Uwing
Monday.
Trains are not yet running on the Sil- to the absence of Judge Bantz, the us.
Next door to the ex
ver City & Northern railroad, but it is question of the mandamus proceedings
thought that traille will be resumed this by A. B. Laird against the county to press oflice.
week.
C. C.
compel a special levy cannot be dis
AV. 1!. Jack, of the Oak Grove and posed of until Saturday and the tax rate
Sierra Cerda Cattle Company made a for the present year will not be fixed
large shipment from Deming into Col until that is decided.
fax county last Saturday.
An address to young men will be given
Trains are now going and coming on at the Episcopal church on Sunday nex t
schedule time. The city is enjoying the at 8 p. m. by Kev. Prof. Selby. All are
luxury of two passenger stations one invited.
below and the other above town.
young man by the name of Stewart
Kev. Prof. Sel by will ollieiate next Tatuni walked out of the second story
Sunday morning and evening, at the door at the end of the hall at the tern
Episcopal church, in the absence of the porary railroad depot below the city
lieclor. All are cordially invited.
Monday evening and fell to the platform
Besides a few bruises and slight
A portion of the side wall of the Kidd below.
building on Milliard street fell on the cuts he escaped injury. He took the
roof of the Bennett building adjoining diwr for a means of exit and escape from
serious injury was a most remarkable
lust, week but did no great damage.
All the young society men of the city one.
Miss Minnie Foster, who has lieen atare falling victims to the cra.eof cutting
tending the convent here returned to
off their beautiful mustaches and the reUAUIIUfc
her home in Deming Thursday.
sults in many cases are something
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Fargo's $2.50

t

.stew

...Shoes...

Curd of ThimkH.

Wo take this means of extending our
The mulatto wanted for the murder of
thanks and profo: nd gratitude C. H. FARGO & CO. urna.
sincero
I
A.. Smi;h, near
par i thought by
MARKET IT. CHICAQO
the officers to lie in hiding in lirant to the many friends for their aid and
sad bereavement. For SaIj by
in
late
our
sympathy
County and several clues are being
(iiioiuiK W. Mn. us.
svsieinaiicallv followed.
Fannih H. Mn.rs.
Aaron SehuU has purchased the
r.roudwav hotel iironertv of Mrs. Julia
lilnck. It will 1' repaired immediately
A. Ahraliain will have tlie hotel again
and there will he t wo store rooms fitted
the slock, í'.xU ree
I desire to inform you that having iurch,si
up on the corner.
etc. of Mr. J. A. Keinmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue tlis
The work of repairing the Van Mue- bi siness at the same ilace.
ller is being i ni."! led ahead, and it is
A select, line of WATCHES, JEWEUtY ETC. Carriel.
thought that it. will he hi i w in shortly.
I make a SPECIALTY of KINK WAl'CIl KKPAIUIN;; mul will
A two car .shipment of matte
on lin it appreciate a trial and will iiuir.intcc satisfaction.
Yerv Triil ,
before the lloi d was shipped to Dsr ing
last wee and another car will be sent
R.
down this week.
-'i

1

0

C.C.Shoem?ker.

YOUR

MJSM

ATTENTION

1

J.

HICKS.
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Col. H. L. Pickett went to Santa Fe to
Dr. Davenport, of Texas, came in on
attend the session of the supreme court Monday's train to assist his son, W. C.
Davenport, to furnish the neees.sary
last Sunday morning.
Mention of People You Do and Do
AV. T. Keays, of the firm of Keays
& bonds for his appearance before the
Not Know.
Ilerndon, went down. to Deming Thurs- next grand jury.
day on a business trip.
Mrs. While has been spending a few
Other
Mutter Which Can Ho
days
II
Mrs.
anil
at Lone Mountain at Mrs. Miller's.
children
down
went
minan
Henil With Profit Hy All Our
to
for
Munson's
an
ranch
last
Tuesday
T()H)H)('(I)C.
Canary and Mocking birdcages the
outing for several davs.
onlv complete line in the city at
Mr. Chandler and sister and Miss Love
returned from a camping trip in the
Home Made rawly at Wm. Rose's.
Nat Hell wan down from Pinos Altos mountains last Thursday.
Bring voui job work to Tun Eac.i.k of
last week.
fice. It will he done neatlv, promptly and
Fresh randies every day at Martin at reasonable rates.
Mailer's.
D. C. Hobart is back from Santa Fe,
Miss Josie Whitehill is visiting friends
he attended a meeting of the Ter
where
on the Mimbres.
ritorial Board of Equalization.
Mrs. W. II. lvillmrn has heen quie ill
loBeautiful line of Suits at the Ten Cent
hut is better.
Store. To make room for n.nv goods, we
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at offer clothing at 75 cents on the dollar.
Robinson's.
Sheriff Shannon and Jailer William
BREJohn J. IJell is absent on a business Conant are hack irom a business trip to
trip to the Mogollona.
the southern end of the county.
A. J. Loomis returned to Santa Fe
O. C. Hinman has the sole agency for
last Tuesday morning.
this section for t he America Refrigerator
Rest Kansas patent flour for sale at i no Dest made. NitiKlactiongaranteed.
Martin Maher's. '
Mrs. M. Cooney arrived in the city
Mrs. Upton left for a trip to California last Wednesday. She was on her way
forfnm Cooney to Socorro with her son.
last Tuesday morning.
Don't read our neighbor's paper but
The only place to get fresh home
suKscril' for Tub Eaoj.k.
made candy in Silver City is at Wm.
Miss Matt ie Crews, of Ilillsboro, is Rose's, next door to Abrahm's barber
shop.
visiting Mrs. Prof. Long.
J. A. Mahoney, regent of the Silver
Con Whitehill keeps fine, fresh randy.
City Normal School, came up from DemNext door to the express olliee.
Mr. and Mrs. George Miles returned ing Monday to at tend a meeting of the
board.
home last Tuesday morning.
Until FURTHER NOTICE
S. W. Burdick makes a specialtv of
Ice cream every day at Con Whitehill's,
Tini-meSunday dinners and suppers at the
r
next door to the express office.
house.
The tables are supplied we
will sell
CANNED
D. P. Carr was under the weather last with the best, in the market.
week but is again about and smiling.
Commissioner A. J. Clark came up
Gasoline stoves, Ice cream freezers anil from Deming Sunday to
attend the
Poultry nettings at Robinson's.
meeting of the board. He was accomMr. A. S. Goodell has leii quite ill ai panied hy his
little daughter.
In cases to CONSUMERS
the Sisters' hospital, but is improving.
Dr. Swope of Deming was in Silver
Mrs. H. P. Barnes has been quite sick
City Wednesday in consultation with
(or some days but is now much improved.
These
were in
Dr. Williams over the baby of G. W. cost.
Mrs. Henry Gillett is visiting the Miles. Dr. Swope brought up with him
daughter, Mrs. Kious, out on the Gila, from Deming a patient for
the ladies' the basement which
was
Sheriff Baylor Shannon will leave in a hospital suffering from lung tnvible.
few days on a business trip to Oklahoma
J. I. Brown left Wednesday morning
flooded with water,
Miss Cora Miller- - and Master Mason last for Clifton,
are
Arizona, where he has
Kelly came in from the Gila last Friday accepted a position as
assayer for the big
No Chinese help employed at thuThm copper mines owned by Collector of Innot damasted in the least,
s
mer house. A
American cook ternal Revenue, Charles M. Shannon.
is in charge of the kitchen and the din
ing room service is excellent.
Jons BitocKMAS, Pres. Tuos. F. Coxwwv, Vice Pres.
J. W. C. uiv.it, Cashier
Miss Munz, of Lordsburg, is visiting
Miss Rosa Munson at the Munson ranch
353 9.
Itelow town.

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

GILLETT & SON
are temporarily
cated in the old
MEN

76 STORE, two

Mocks Mow our

mer place oí Msi- -

at

pods

tot

first-clas-

W.Walton made a business trip to
last Thursday,
Sunday afternoon.
Doming

and returned

The

Site

City National Bank,

SILVER CITY, N. M.
The family of Superintendent Felix
CAPITAL
$50,000.
Vogel.ofthe Azure mining company,
SURPLUS $14,000.
Adrnnm made oi dold and Silver Bullion.
arrived from the east last week ami will
reside at the mines in the Burros. DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.
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UNITED STATES COURT.

taken under advisement and resulted in prise which prevailed at the county caa tie between the four justices sitting, pitalthat the work of repair waa begun
was before daylight of the morning following
The Justices of the Supreme Court Mr. Justice Bantz being absent, it
necessary to set the case for a rehearing. the disaster and that in less than two
Make a Change.
weeks the city has by the hardest kind
It will be disposed of this week.
The society people of Santa Fe bad a of work been put in almost as good conThe Next Term of the United States Court
gala time last week. There were three dition as before the ill fated Sunday
for the Third Juridical DlHtrlct
dances during the week and residents of night. Deming glories in the indomi-nabl- e
Will be at Silver City.
will and energy which has charthe ancient city, who are fond of this
of
themselves
kind
enjoyed
amusement,
acterized
the actions of the people there
Santa Fk, N. M.,.Aug. 12. The most
in refusing to call for outside assistance
iniMrtant matter which 1ms come be- hugely.
The territorial board of equalization but subscribing liberally out of their
fore the supreme court of the territory,
in session here last week and dis- own pockets for the repair of the dam-agwas
to people in Grant county, was the
of considerable business. There
posed
and congratulates them upon their
changing of the United States court
from Las Cruces to Silver City. For were quite a number of appeals, some of pluck. The people of Silver City are
many years people of Grant county have which were sustained and some were made of the right kind of stuff.
attended United States Court at Las not. Among the more important ones
Cruces; Term after term lawyers', jur- from the southern part of the territory
A Hundir Chance.
ors and witnesses have journeyed to Las were the appeals from the raises on the
Cruces and have served their country mining companies at Mogollón which
The well known grocery firm of Gillett
with little murmuring, but now the were noted in Tun Eaoi,k when the & Sons closed a business deal last week
uona Ana county people will have a raises were made by the lioard of county of great importance, having purchance to come to Silver City and en- commissioners of Socorro county. The chased the entire general merchandise
stock of Aaron Schutz, in the Silver City
joy its incomparable climate. The appeals were sustained.
Collector Shannon, who is being urged National Dank bu ilding. The quarters
change will be welcomed by all of the
residents of Grant and Sierra counties, strongly by his friends for appointment occupied by Mr. Schutz will lie refitted
'hile the residents of Dona Ana county to the position of governor of Arizona, and remodeled, so that the new owners
can have hut little cause for complaint, has gone to Clifton for a few days to look will occupy the entire block with the exand having had the United States court after his copper property there. He is ception of the corner now used by the
s
facfor so many years, they must admit the working a large number ot men ami is bank. That part of the
claim of Grant county for a period of highly elated at the advance in the price ing on Broadway will b.i utilized for
twenty years or so. Grant county peo- of copper. As Governor Hughes, of retailing while the Dullard street front
ple have been going down to Las Cruces Arizona, has been recommended for re- will be used as the wholesale depart-- I
to court ever since the county of Grant moval by the committee appointed to ment. The stock of dry goods will be
was erected ami now Dona Ana people investigate the charges against him, it is disused of to different merchants and
not all improbable that an appointment Gillett & Sons will have one of the largcan do no less than to reciprocate.
The change was made last Saturday will be made within the next few weeks. est and best equipped grocery establishmorning and in a very quiet way. Soon While Mr. Shannon has made no ap- ments in the Territory. The change
after court convened, United States At- plication for the ollice, he is probably will be made at once.
torney Ifemuiiugway made a motion to more generally endorsed for the position
change the headquarters of the United than any of the aspirants and, should
Slates court for the third district from the appointment be made, his chances of
Las Cruces to Silver Citv and the order getting it are excellent.
Since the abandonment of Fort Marcy
was made by the court without opposi
Al
lion. People here are wondering why the it has leaked out that the people of
esbe
to
would
the
averse
not
buquerque
change was not made before, considering
big post at that place
of
a
tablishment
the fact that Silver City is more centrally located with reference to the popula- and the chances are decidedly in favor
being established at thai place
tion of the district aul is more aeccsssiblo of a post
than
that rort .Marcy will he re
rather
for attorneys and litigants.
Resident of Albuq lerqie
established.
Judge liantz lias had this change in
view for some time anil it is understood look with longing eyes on the plaza here
that a majority of the judges were com- and it is dollars to doughnuts that they
i I.
mitted to it some time since. As a mat- would try to get removed to Albuquerthing
possible.
a
were
such
que
ter of fact, Silver City is to he preferred
is really a lieauiiful spot and
plaza
The
for
holding
Las
United
Cruces
State
to
oí Santa Fe
court for many reasons, not the least of it is here that the eitizcm
and evenin
afternoon
the
congrégale
which is the convenience of those in atThe tO gO to Baxter Bishops'
ings
permits.
weuiher
when
the
tendance on the court. The lirst term
inof
ileal
taking
a
of
are
city
liie
for an ice cold Soda, where
of the court will convene here on the se- ladies
making
one
it
and
plaza
are
in
the
terest
cond day of next month.
may also be found a line
of the most attractive spots in the
is expected that the supreme court
o,

store-room-

It

will continue in session for about four
weeks longer, or well into next month.
Quite a number of cases were taken under advisement by the court at its last
term and these will bo disposed of or,
at. least, most of them.
The habeas corpus care of James
winch came up
Addison Peralta-Kcavthe first week of the present term was
is

Toe poople oí Doming c dleetivoly and
individually extend sympathy to the
Hood sufferers of Silver City and along
with every other place in the territory
stood reailv to render any assistance
which might have been needed. It is
oleasint! news to the people here to learn
oí the spirit of self relience and enter-- j

stoek of Fruits, Confectionery, Cigars, Tobacco,
and Notions
Stationery
generally. Hooks and Pc- nodicals of all kinds.
POSTOFFICK STOKE.
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MADE NO LEVY.
Tho CnnimisHinuors of Siiiitu Fo County
Will not pay Interest on
Hoods,
Hiiil-roi-

At its meeting last week, the board of
county commissioners of Santa Fe conn- ty piiHstul the following resolutions in
reference to the railroad bonds of that
county:
Whekkah, There are now outstanding
bonds of the county of Santa Fe of tho
issue of 1891, in exchange for bonds originally issued in aid of the construction of
the New Mexico & Southern Pacific railroad, Nos. 1 to 262 inclusive, of $1,000
each, amounting to $272,000; and also
bonds of the issue of 1802, Nos. 28 to
41)9 inclusive, of $1,000 each, amounting
to $172,000, and Nos. 500, 501 and 502 of
$100 each, amounting to $:i00, and Nos.
50.'! to 507 inclusive, of $1,000 each,
amounting to $5,000, and Nos. 508 to 520
inclusive, of $100 each, amounting to
$1,300, issued in exchange for honda and
unpaid coupons originally issued in aid
of the construction of the Texas, Santa
Fe & Northern railroad; and
AVhkhkah, It was held by the supreme
court of the United States in a similar
case, to wit: Lewis vs. Pima county, A.
T., that counties in the territories can
only incur such debts or obligations as
shall he necessary to the administration
of their internal affairs, ami that bonds
issued by such counties in aid of railroad
construction were not debts incurred in
the administration of their internal affairs ; then fore be it
RcKolml, That the treasurer of the
county of Santa Fe be and he is hereby
instructed not to pay henceforth any interest coupons for or on account of anv
of the above named bonds, and to hold
all moneys now in his hands to the credit
of interest fund on said above named
bonds, and all moneys that shall come
into his hands hencefort h to the credit of
said interest fund, until the question
shall receive final judicial determination ;
and be it further
llemlml, That no tax levies be now or
henceforth made by this board to meet
the accruing interest on any of said
above named lmnds.

AlliliST H,

1ÍÍ95.

A colored soldier named Smith, a
member of Com pany P, was caught by
a flood at Central City last week and
washed down steam for several hundred
yards. When recovered he was unconscious and It was only after applying restoratives that he recovered.
Mine Inspector J.W. Fleming has been
busily engaged for some days making
up his annual report. It has been forwarded to thu department at Washington and is a comprehensive review of
the condition of the coal mines in New

One of the large gray dray horses belonging to the transfer team of Keays &
Ilerndon died of poisoning last week.
It is not known where he ate the stuff.

Mexico.

The Callaite turquoise mine in the
liurros has temporarily suspended operations. Several Silver City parties are
interested in the claim, which is said to
equal the famous Azure property in the
quality of stones extracted.
The board

of

The members of the Silver City üun
club held their weekly practice at their
grounds above town Sunday. The members are becoming expert marksmen.
John Mudge, formerly Santa Fo agent
here, has gone on a prospecting trip into
the White Signal district and reports of
a big strike may be expected soon.
Commercial nin report trade better
in Silver City than for years past. One
man sold eight carloads of merchandise
here last week.
The American Kitchen has opened for
business in the Skelly Mock, in the
by Maiser
room formerly occupied
lirothers,

regents and the teachers

William liose has opened a fruit and
ot the normal school are busüy engaged
candy store in part of the building occuin fitting up the temporary quarters for
pied by Louis Abrahams on Billiard
the few weekd during which school will
street.
be in session before the new building is
Assessor Childers estimates that the
completed.
valua'ion of (irant Comity this
assess
The Lordsburg Liberal is very much
worried because the mail from Silver year will be about $:!,(i.')0,000.
City is compelled to lay twenty-fou- r
hours in Deniing and the people there
cannot get the Eaiii.k on date of issue.
Tun Kaoi.i) acknowledges receipt of
a complimentary ticket to the coining
Albuquerque Fair the best exposition
by the way, which has ever been held in
the territory.
James S. Fielder has fitted upanollice
in the adobe occupied by justice of the
Peace (livens and is working away just
as though he never had been washed out
by Hoods.
The work of constructing the new depot will be commenced by the Santa Fe
people within a few days now.

John Weeins who was reported murdered in Mexico is back at Sepear and
denies the report of his death.
The heavy rains have had the effect of
putting the roads in Ibis end of the county in bad shape.
"Any I'ort In n Storm."
That's a good maxim, but it will not
work in a rule in the purchase of a remedy for Rheumatism. Any of the cheap
nostrums will not effect a cure in fact
none of them will, (let )r. Uruiiimond's
Lightning remedy, and a speedy cure is
certain. One bottle is worth a hundred of anything else, and for that reason
it is the cheapest when a cure is wanted.
The two bottles sent to any address by
express upon receipt of $"'. Priiininond

Prospectors are leaving the city for the Medicine Co., 18 Maiden Lane,
A. J. Smith, a prominent resident of
New
Piineon, Ariz, was found murdered near mountains since the rains have et in. York. Agents Wanted.
Sepearthis county last Sunday. His
Vhead was mashed by some blunt instru.
v.
ment and there were two bullet holes
in his body. Death had evidently occurred two or three days previous. The
motive of the crime was robbery as his
watch, money and a horse were gone.
No arrests have been made although
there is a clue to the perpratrators.
i
The employes have been kept busy
ever since the road was completely
is now used
Our Model 1893 Shot-Gu- n
opened last week handling the freight
which had accumulated during the two
Shot-Gllll- S
by all the most advanced trap
weeks. It would have surprised any
person to have seen the quantity of
Shot-Rjfle- S
and game, shooters.
goods that tho Silver City merchants received in two weeks.
ASK YOUR DEALER TO SHOW YOU THIS GUN.
Largo number of Mexican cattle will
Everything that is Newest and Best in Repeating Arms as well as all
be brought across the line when the
kinds of Ammunition arc made by the
quarantine is raised in November. The
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., Winchester Ave., New naven, Conn.
Corral ut na Company will alone ship out
U 07 Semi a Postal Curd with your nddrcfts for our
Illnxtnili'd Ciitnluiriio.
over 10,000 head.

CM

Winchester Repeating

Rifles

Single

112-imi-

TUR EAGLE: WEDNESDAY,
WONDERTUL CLIMATE.
Its I'ecullnr Effect on Some People

In New

Mexico.
Mind as well as matter shares in the
stimulating effect of the climate of New
Mexico. There is a character in Santa
Fe, commonly known as McCabe. He is
an Alderman of the city and he also
makes it his business to show tourists
about and to impress them with the interesting features of the place. One day
McCabe escorted a party of ladies to the
old San Migsel church, where you pay
25c to see ancient religious relics of New
Mexico.
On the way he discoursed
about the wonderful effects of the climate
in prolonging life. As the party approached the church a withered old Mexican was discovered sitting at the door.
"Now there," said McCabe, "is a man
who would have been dead long ago if
he was living back in the states."
Overlooking the proof of McCabe's
nativity, the ladies, with much interest,
wanted to know how old the venerable
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your carriage. You told her a string of
stories which were so wonderful that
she made notes of them. When I started out here she gave me her note book
that I might not miss anything. Now,
sir, I have been examining this book
while listening to you. What you have
told me about the same objects doesn't
agree at all with what you told her.
You have lied most abominably to one
of us, and probably to both of us."
"Well, sir',, Baid McCabe, with a grin,
"you must make allowances for the climate. It seems to make it just natural
for us to lie to you tenderfeet."
W. B.
S. in Globe Democrat.
Army A fruir.
Another change in the army uniform
is talked of. This time in the white
helmets. It is proposed to abandon the
decoration of brass mountings on the
helmet. The helmet of the navy ollicer
has never had such mountings, hence
the head dress is much lighter and
more comfortable than it would be

Mexican was.

"I can't just tell you that," replied
McCabe, "but I know his son was the
man who built this church."
The church, according to the records,
was built in 1550.
McCabe never fails to point out to the
tourists that the acequias, or irrigating
ditches, "run uphill." When due along
t he hillside of a valley which bin a sharp
grade, these ditches certainly offer an
optical delusion. They seem to be
climbing upward, and McCabe insists
that they are.
"lint, how is it possible for water to
run up hill?" asks the tourists.
"The atmosphere is so light out here,"
responds McCabe. "That, is what, does
it. You couldn't do anything like it

One of the amendments to the army
regulations, recently revised, relates to
colors for the army. It is proposed to
substitute the United States flag for the
colors now carried by cavalry regiments,
which branch of the service does not
carry the national ensign. The cavalry
ollicers have protested againt the change
ami it is intimated that Secretary La- mont will honor the protest and permit the cavalry to retain its individual

colors.
One of the duties which Gen. Scho-fiellilled while away on his tour of inspection was to visit Alaska territory, to
inform himself as to the need of estab
lishing a military post there and as to
what would be its lcne(it to the people.
back in the states."
Troops were sent there in 18(57, when
When McCabe takes a party to see Alaska was bought by the government,
Fort Murey, the earthworks (Jen. Kear- and they remained there for a number
ney built to command the city at. the of years, but. experience showed that
lime of the occupation, he poinis toa there was little for the army to do in
mountain range twenty-liv- e
miles away Alaska. It is believed, however, that a.
ami asxiircs the visitor thai "those the country advances and its population
niounta'.,;is are 175 mile.-- : distant in Co- increases a small garrison w hi
lorado." "It would lie impossible to see to enforce law and order.
It is probable that the next, congress
them at that distance back in ilie states,
bill out. here the air is so thin and clear will be asked to pass a law
thai the eye is deceived by the dis- that cadets found guilty of luuing in any
sense at. the military academy sl.a'l lie
tal. ees,'' McCabe explains.
The oilier day McCabe picked up an summarily dismis ed. Ca lei. Sedes, who
old gentleman from the e.i. t and took was foun I guilty oí the recent act, has
him around, lie observed that from been sentence I to r.i.n li.i in eaoio and

time to time his charge consulted a note
book and that every time he did so he
seemed to become vexed. This should
have prompted McCabe to discretion.
ImU it didn't.
The ruddyfaced Alderman put it on a little thicker than ever.
At. length the old gentleman exclaimed :
"Stop. Do you know that you are an
infernal liar? A year ago my daughter
was out here and von took her around in
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tising, recently adopted, new recruits
be obtained more rapidly. The
scheme is to place display posters in all
postoffices of the country inviting men
to enlist in Uncle Sam's military service.
Thus, those living in villages and towns,
who would not otherwise learn of the
opportunity, may be induced to enlist.
The records of the war department show
that there were more desertions from
the army in the fiscal year ending Juno
30 than in the proceeding year. This
mav be due to the fact that the reward
for the apprehension of deserters was re
duced from $60 to $10, hence the chances
of a deserter being apprehended and re
turned as a prisoner are small.
will

Great

Mine.

gives the following description in the Denver News of Arizona's
greatest mine: The greatest of all and
the greatest in the United States today
is the great United Verde property at
Jerome, forty miles east of l'rescott in
the lilack Hills. It is owned by the
Montana millionaire, W. A. Clark,
who has just finished a narrow gauge
railroad to connect the mine with
Murphy's new road. It is a marvelous
ore deposit. There is, in one section
of the property, an outlined body of ore
1,000x1,200x350 feet in dimensions, all
of which I am told runs about 50 per
cent, in copper and carries about $30 in
gold to the ton. If this he true and I
think it is the property must rival in
value, if it does not exceed, the great
bonanza silver mines of Nevada. I understand it produced 5,000 tons of copper last year and $1,(100,000 worth of
gold. The ore is all reduced at the
mine, being first desulphurized by roasting in heaps in the open air and then
put through the furnace. About 300
Some Denver parties
men are employed.
have got a bond on properties adjoining
and are vigorously prospering with a
good show oí getting the same great ore
body. If their hopi s are realized it will
make a noise in the world and do for
Arizona what Cripple Creek has done for
I think it will do as much as
Colorado.
ilie Coinsrock properties did for Nevada.
Fitz-Ma- c

J. SMITH,

L.

General Repair Shop.
Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.

Bicycles,

titiles Uciisimulile.
do extra guard d.ity.
Yimkle St. Silver City. S. M.
The reports sen;, to W.uhing.oii sh i.v
that dilliculty is experienced in mh the
NO FUN' ABOUT IT
army and navy in making 'enlistments.
In the army men are being disc.hardgc
E. ROSENBEÜRG,
and are deserting more rapidly than reAND S1IOKM AKKR.
HOOT
cruits cm be obtained. It is said ilmt
you
I
fiiillifiilly. In the Idiir run.
promise
"D3 a:nl tiOO vacancies
there are beiwe.-you shall save half your iiumcy. hy Imvlnir
work
your
ncatlv nuil promptly done to suit
in the army c.nn lenient, but i! is hoped
yourself, lit. K. KOSKNHKIUi'S
oí
adverSilver City. N. M.
that through the nciv system

THK KACiLK. WKIhNKSIM Y.AlCHST
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Tub price of copper is continually adchange and it. must not be forgotten
tlmt tin! city owes the change to Judge vancing and there is increasing activity
in all of the big copper mines of the
Bantz.
Published overy Wednesday Morning l.y
country. The demand for copper stocks
A. J. LOOM IS.
is quite likely to increase in the foreign
Missounr dkhocra ts- markets, and considerable capital will
be
no
doubt
longer
any
should
There
Entered at the postolllee at Silver Oily.
N. :M fur transmission through the mails at as to the position of the democrats of doubtless be brought into the country
second class rates.
Missouri on the silver question. The on aeount of the revival of this particuOllico on Yankle Street between Texas and
convention
at Pertle Springs last week lar branch of the mining industry. The
Arizona Streets.
Advertising Kates on Application.
removed any doubt, if there had been recent heavy transactions in copper
any doubt in the minds of the informed properties in Arizona are probably but
Sulmcrlptloii KateH, Postage l'repiild:
the forerunners of other transactions.
One year
$.00 politicians as to the majority of the de- 1.01 mocrats in Missouri, on the silver ques- Capitalists are on the lookout for copper
Six months
Three months
io
tion. The democrats of Missouri are for properties and owners of mines which
Hi).).
SILVER CITY, N. M.. AUGUST U.
an American policy on the financial will pay a profit above operating expenquestion, as are the democrats of nearly ses will have no dillicully in lindiiig
Silver
every state in the union south and west
Lead .
.3.37
of New York.
Moitu rain has (alien in New Mexico
The silver policy of the administration
UNITED STATES COURT.
has been condemned by nearly all of the within the past three mouths than has falTwo weeks from next Monday the state conventions which have been held len in a corresponding period for more
first United States court will convene in by democrats this year. The notable than ten years. This will be worth hunSilver City. For many years this exception was Kentucky, and in that dreds of dollars to miners and stockmen.
court has been held in Dona Ana county, state there is a free silver man running Not only will it enable miners to
and people oí this judicial district have on the democratic tickets for governor increase the output of the mines of
licen entertained while in attendance at and he will be elected. There is every the territory largely but it will enable
the court by the interesting, if not truth- reason to believe that Rlackburn will cattlemen to put rattle on the market
ful, tales of the Las Cruces colonels who defeat Carlisle in the race for senator in large numbers which a few weeks
i
i
were always delighted to see Btrangers from that state and if he should there ago were not. in condition to snip ami
come to the city of crosses. This sort of need lie no stronger evidence that Ken- which would probably have died during
entertainment atoned, in a measure, for tucky will fall in under the right banner the coining winter
the inferior hotel accommodations furn- next year-Ti- n
Tciiclii rs. Kxiiiiiliiiitlitir!
ished by the place and the United Stales
silver canse is gaining strength
court would possibly have been retained constantly in spite of all the efforts of
Notice is hereby given that th"re v. ill
at Las Cruces for an indefinite period the monoinetallists to coax or drive the be a meeting of the Hoard of School Exhad it not been for the fact that the col- masses to the support of their side of the aminers of the county of Grant, of the
territory of New Mex,. for the examinaonels got to quarreling among themselves question. The great money centers have tion of teachers, at the Public School
and finally succeeded in securing been felt in the light which is being made building, on the thirtieth dav of Aug.
the resignation of Judge Fall. This and the money power will continue todo 1895.
Each applicant for a certificate should
being secured, they wanted a Las Cruces battle against silver as long as there is
be present as early as 9 o'clock a. in.
man appointed to till the vacancy but any possibility of keeping silver on the
15. T. Link Supt.
they were unable to agree upon any- list of commodities. Direful results are
Miss M. U. Kokiii.kk.
Mus. W. L. Jackson Sec.
thing and President Cleveland settled predicted should silver be restored to its
Hoard of Examiners.
the matter by appointing a resident of rightful place as a money metal, but it
Silver City to the position, and lie very may lie noticed that not a single preced
properly decided to have the United ent has been cited by the enemies of sil
States court removed from a place where ver in support of their arguments.
the leaders were continually quarreling.
The drift of public sentiment is get
TEN CENT STORE.
Unless the colonels get together and ting stronger and stronger for silver and
that very speedily they may have noth- by the time the campaign of next year
Drives in DRY GOODS and
ing left over which they can quarrel. begins it will be quilo useless to at
CLOTHING!
The land ollice could very properly be tempt to resist it.
Special P.argains in LADIES',
removed from Las Cruces to Deniing or
HUNTS'
and CHILDREN'S
Silver City, either of which places
Thk output of the mines of this part of SHOES.
would be more convenient to the resi the territory for the next few months will
Also a full line of GLASSdents of the section of country who be largely in excess of the output for the
WARE
and CROCKERY.
have business with the land ollice, and two or three months past on account of
the people of Rincón would undoubtedly the fact that there will be plenty of water We sell everything CHEAP
be pleased to have the county seat of with whicn to operate the mills. This FOR CASH.
Dona Ana county removed from Las will insure the, employment of a large
Cruces to that place.
nnmlier of additional miners and teamThe United States court will be
sters and will contribute very materially
great help to the city besides being more to a general revival in business in this
convenient to the residents of the dis section.
Stage Leaves Silver City For
tnct than Las Cruces was. The disburse
ments by the officers of the government
Lkad miners are leginning to take Mogollón Every day Except Sunat each term of the United States court new courage. Within the past month
amount to many thousands of dollars, there has been a heavy advance in the days at 8 n. m.
the most of which is expended in the price of lead, and it is getting to a point
Office at Wells Fargo & Go's Explace where the court is held. Silver where lead miners in New Mexico can
City will be greatly benefitted by the begin to think aliout going to work.
press Oflioc.

....

;

BORENSTEIN BROS.

Mogollón Stage Line.
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Grunt County Finances.

There is but one thing that the Head pal church were held at Mr. Jackson's
The Headlight is any thing but pes- light can say and that is, that existing residence Sunday afternoon at two
simistic on any matter and especially conditions are largely the fault of the o'clock and there was scarcely a person
does it disclaim any such idea concern- people themselves. The tax rate in among the large number of friends and
ing the affairs of Grant County, in the Grant County is exceptionally low, wit relatives present who could refrain from
future of which we have the greatest ness the oppressive ones in the different weeping. Interment was made in the
confidence.
Butweconnot be blinded counties in our neighboring Territory-Arizo- na. Masonic cemetary, where short services
The board is absolutely for were held. The funeral cortege was an
to the fact that our county finances are
in anything but good condition. And bidden by law to make a levy in excess unusually large one.
right here let it be understood that we of three mills and it is hoped that with
General Manager Frey and Superinof the taxpayers it can be
have no intentions of censuring any
tendent
Hurley came in on their special
cer of the county and especially the maintained at two per centum for the
yesterday
on a trip of inspection over
of
is
too
present
a
much
But
year.
there
members of the board of commissioners,
whom wo feel positive are doing every- disposition to avoid the payment of even the branch. They remained only about
thing possible to conduct the adminis- these small levies and right here is the thirty minutes.
Keduved Unten to Denver.
tration of affairs economically and to the whole trouble. Since 1887 the total
individual interest of every taxpayer. amunt of uncollected taxes in Grant
Pharmaceutical association Denver
A serious condition confronts the peoCounty amounts to $121,489, some, and Colo Aug, 14 to 24 1895;
For this occasion Round Trip tickets
ple of this county as to finance, and it we are pleased to state, the majority of
will be sold August 11th and 12th forono
willappears to be growing worse instead of the property owners pay their taxes
lowest first class standard fare. Tickets
better. Notwithstanding the la A' under ingly and promptly, but there are others be continous passage in each direction
which we are now operating, by which who deem any method fair by which such bearing a final limit of August 25th.
For particulars call at depot.
the receipts of the year preceeding are payment can be avoided and it is to this
F. D. Kn.MMt. Agent.
of
class
people that the present financial
applied to the payment of the expenses
of the present year, it looks very much condition can be attributed.
Headlight.
A handsome large safe is the latest adas though we will have a deficit at the
to Al. Hood's well equipped ollice.
dition
Dentil of Sim II. Mile.
end of 1895. There are between $15,000
Sim H. infant son of George W. and
and $20,000 due on claims allowed beFor 8le.
fore this law went into effect, in addi- Fannie Miles died at the residence of AV. T
WILL Ol'l'KK KOlt SALE TO THE 111011-- 1
in
L.
eventhis
Jackson,
Saturday
city,
est bidder for cash seventeen head of stork
tion to the Whitehill allowance now
horses and one irood work mule and horse,
awaiting adjustment in the suit pending ing aged 16 months and 20 days. The also
a No. one two horse road wagon and haragainst the bondsmen. Of this amount, little child was taken ill about two weeks ness.
Tim property of diaries Schmidt deceased
Collector Laird has already obtained a ago at the ranch of Mr. Miles, near Kin-co- on Thursday Auk. I'll h lMCi, at Ilia. in. in front
of the Sliver City National bank. Silver City,
of
a
and
lung
complication
with
judgement of $10,000 and over, drawing
11. T. Link, Administrator.
N. M.
interest at six per cent anil the matter bowel troubles and was brought to Silver
of the issuing of a social levy is now City for medical treatment about a week
GANDARA.
E.
before the court. The county is barred ago. Despite the very liest of medical
and
death
care
ensued.
treatment
from taking advantage of the law passed
(01,1) AND SILYKKS1UTII.
The deceased was a bright, interest
by the last legislature for the relief of
counties, which provided that creditors ing child, having just reached that inter- Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
may by the act of the hoard of commis esting age which made him a favorite
Neatly Done.
sioners received for there warrants with every person and the pride and joy
kinds drawing six per cent interest, by of his parents, on whom the blow is a
PRICES REDUCED.
the statute which forbids t he issuance of severe one. They have the deepest
Guaranteed.
Satisfaction
of
in
their
everyone
affliction.
bonds in excess of four percent, on the sympathy
Ynnkle St. SllverClty. N. M.
of
service
The
impressive
Episco
the
value of the taxable property within the
county, as Grant County has already
bonds outstanding $2:1,109 in excess of
such valuation.
During the present year the lioard of
Proprietor of the
county commissioners has not been able
e
l
to order warrants drawn from the
amount of the claims presented and al
lowed for the si mplerea-oi- i
that the money
was not in the treasury. It was thought
that when the taxes became delinquent
on July 1st, sullicient would be paid to
pay all indebtness for the present year.
but it would now seem that it cannot be
done. The greatest evil of such a state
fc
?ei'e
rce rU 7e
of affairs is found in the fact that persons furnishing supplies and materials
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
for the county present claims for larger
amounts than they would otherwise on
account of the uncertainty of payment.
The cost of maintainance is thus greatly
increased. The people are now paying
in
$(i00 n year on Mr. Laird's judgment
and other allowances are liable to also Also a lull line of FRUIT.
We solicit your patronage.
converted into judgment with similar
M'UARD ST., SILVER CITY, N. M.
interest.
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Beef,
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Pork and Mutton.

Oysters, Fish and Game

Season.
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have some rust. Fruit, corn and oats
the minimum 61 degrees.
Gila. Chas. II. Lyons.Nice showers are doing fine. In many of the fields
Good RhIiih Hll Over the Country -- Crop on the 30th and 81st which were badly wheat and oats are six to seven feet
Looking; Fine
needed and will do much good. Up to and headed in proportion, in fact all
The temperature for the week has aver-age- this time tle rainy seasons has missed bottom lands are producing in this shape,
slightly cooler than normal while this part entirely, but there has been and I send you a few samples heads,
the precipitation was about normal and plenty of rain to the east and south of which are about an average.
Kincon. C. II. Raitt. On account of
quite evenly distributed.
us. Cattle are looking quite bad, but
the continued wet weather much of the
The maximum temperature reported crops are doing nicely.
during the weak was 98 degrees in the ex
Las Cruces. New Mexico Agricultural grain is in bad condition and not yet
treme southern portion and the minim College. During the greater part of the threshed ; otherwise the crops are in
um 48 degrees in the northern section.
week the weather has been clear, warm good shape, and the ranges w ill continue
In some sections hay and alfalfa were and humid. Plants have made a good in splendid condition for stock.
Hoswell. Scott Trnxton. The past
damaged by excessive rainfall, while in growth and some are maturing rapidly.
week
has beenjsne of general rains, inothers the weather has been exceptional- Grapes are beginning to appear upon the
deed the entire month has hem remarkly fine for curing and harvesil ing the crop, markets.
Large quantities of fruit, such as pears,
Las Vegas. Dr. F. II. Atkins. All able in that respect, 4.45 inches being the
apples, plums, apricots, berries, etc., are crops have continued grow th satisfactor- total rainfall. All streams, reservoirs
being placed on sale and shipped out. ily, with no detrimental circumstances and dams are full to the top. VegetaWheat, oats and barley were slightly w hatever. It has been a moist week, we tion rank and running up at rapid rate.
No damage, however, has been done.
damaged in some sections, but in gen- having had 1.12 inches of rainfall.
eral all cereals have made steady adLos Alamos. Wm. Frank. Crops of Range in excellent condition and cattle
vancement.
all kinds are doing well and if not dam- and sheep fine. All fruits are being rapThe ranges and range cattle continue aged by hail before harvesting, the yield idly marketed.
in prime condition, and taken as a will be the largest in ten years. The
Santa Fe. U. S Weather Bureau.
whole, the week has been all that could second crop of alfalfa is being cut; the In the markets, apples, pears, apricots,
be desired.
first crop suffered greatly from too much plums, raspberries and blackberries are
plentiful, and the few peaches obtainable
The following extracts taken from re- rain.
ports received at this olliee are of inter-e- st
are remarkable for there fine flavor.
Lower 1'enasco. llennig von Bosse.
:
Plenty of rain, in fact, too much. The This year's yield of apples w ill exceed all
Albuquerque. M.Custers. The max- soil is too wet tobe worked. Alfalfa is previous years. An abundant supply, of
imum temperature for the week was ill in bloom and corn doing fine. Apples the prolific wild raspberry is obtainable
degrees and the mitnimun. 60 decrees and peaches are ripe in this vicinity at a price less than heretofore. Corn,
A couple of showers during the week Ranges could not be lietter and stock is w heat and oats are advancing rapidly
were nenenciai to all crops.
fat. Oats and barley were damaged. and the yield will be above the average.
Watrous. Dr. E. J. Pring. Crop are
Alma. Wm. French. Splendid rains Corn is tasseling and silking.
during all the week, and the grass on
Ocate. E. M. Cosner. Everything looking well and a large amount of
the ranges well started. Some heavy progressing favorably excepting corn, water is running to waste in the river.
thunder storms occurred near here, which is considerably damaged by ex- Three fourths oí an inch of rain on the
causing floods in the creeks, but here cessive rains and cool, cloudy weather. 2nd anil 3d. During the preceding week
the rainfall was nice and steady. Some Haying on the high prairies will soon we had 3.60 inches of rain, wish more or
hay was spoiled and the whole second begin, where a ltoiintiful supply exists. less bail, which did some damage.
Winsor's Ranch. II. D. Winsor.
cutting of alfalfa was somewhat damBaton. P. II. Smith. The weather
aged, but the rains are an ncalculable for the past week has been exceptionally The past week has been very wet, small
fine for curing the hay crop, which is in showers occurring nearly every day.
blessing to these parts.
Aztec Prof. II. II.Grillin. A major- progress generally. Reports of farmers Crops of all kinds have made an excelity of the days have been partly cloudy from many parts of northern Colfax lent growth. Ranges and range cattle
and threatening rain, although but little county agree in speaking of the excel are in splendid condition.
has fallen. Second cutting of alfalfa lias lent crops and the lieauty of the landcommenced. Large quantities of early scape. As to products or weather there
is no complaint.
apples are being shipped to market.
!
Womin'a Halo and Billable Frlinil. B Hvm monthly
Gllsdorf.
Rilni'lioa nf Tlino. n.
Bernalillo. Brother Gabriel. On the
to perket
,0(1 hyltrrla ud realun-,liCllrM
Pem- i a kittle.
Hold bydrurgntennddeaieiaior
It".
i
30th we had heavy thunder and lightning, Wiinllior COniinULS
Wll , wheat lrrowin1' pllmMt,,
H,,, can't CI Itfrom your dru.
III fend to jnu pre- ho
:n
tlie
and
to
I.
tlw.
Drnntirtnr
I.
tlaisend
lint
nMv...
ll
followed by two hours of rain.
; ,y,
oinrÍMÍ.BHi.r,Whoiei(U.Bru,niM Con- Fruit, very num. mm in iv iBiuB mnui ,
n.ltm Nw
..... .v,
. York.
grains, alfalfa and grass are doing ex grmiin Having iiuin,y nvu
Will restore Grey Hair end Wblekert to a brown
black In a low mínalos II a Initio.
ceeilingly
well far better than past is but little danuer of rust : few fields
years. The maximum temperature dur
ing July in this section was 95 degrees The
CLARK- and minimum 53 degrees
Ciruela. A. M. Ilollenbeck. Another
WHITSON-LEITC- H
week of cloudy weather and quite a little
rain. The water supply upon the ranges
is now abundant, and the lakes have not
liad as much water in them for years
Oats will be ready to cut in n few days.
Plums and early apples are ripening.
EL PASO, TEXAS,
ALHUQUERQUE, X. if.
119 San Fmucinco St.
303 Hail road Arri'vr.
Stock are doing fine.
Englo. E. J. Westervelt. The week
has been cool and pleasant, light showers Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families w ith whom they have dealt.
fell, doing good to all vegetation. The
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
highest temperature was 95 degrees and
Write them for catalogue nf new style Pianos, To lía;
WEEKLY GROP REPORT.
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APACHE KID.
Tho Famous Indian Outlaw a Terror.
The Apache kid is what they call the
Indian outlaw whose name has a fascination, a terror for every dweller upon
the southwestern border of Arizona ami
New Mexico. Its mention will cause the
most daring frontiersmen to clasp his
weapon with a firmer grip. It will send
children trembling to their mothers from
their play.
The person who thus terrorizes this
wild region, where ordinary crimes pass
current, is a renegade Apache Indian
with all the devilish ingenuity of that
fiendish race. His Indian name is
and he is under 50 years of
age. He was educated at the Hampton
Indian school, from which he was sent
to the government reservation at San
Carlos, Ariz., where h was trained as a
scout for the regular army. His natural
aptitude soon made him familiar with
military tactics and the mode of scouting and fighting 'f the United .States
troops. Jiut neither education nor association with the white men could repress the savagery of his nature, and he
incited an outbreak among the Indians
on the Indian reservation and set lire to
the school house.
This offense was
promptly pnnisned by the arrest of the
Kid and seven of his followers.
On the
2nd of November, 1889, while they wene
conveyed to jail in a stage coach
by the sheriff and his posse, they broke
their bonds near Riverside, Ariz., killed
the sheriff and escaped to the Sierra
Madre mountains, in the provine of
Sonora, .Mexico, just over the line from
Arizona and New Mexico
That was the beginning of a career
that, has no parallel in Indian atrocity.
Secure in these arid mountains, who.-- e
every approach is guarded by a barrier
of nature formidable ai d awful, wiih
trackless masses of desert sandhills, and
having only at great distance wa er
boles and pa:ches of cultivation here
the Kids band has been constantly increased by disaffec'.ed Indians iriin ihe
rchcrva.ions and from Mexico. They
have raided ihe border and penetrated
far into the interior, leaving a trail of
lood. behind them. They are even now
destroying he homes of rauciiiiieu, waylaying travelers along tie- deferí roach,
auib.isliin,'
in the arid hills
picking out. cowboys o:i iheir lonely
ranges, stealing into settlements in the
stillness of night, plundering and killing the sleeping inhabitants, until hundreds of people have met. death by the
hand oí the Apacho Kid and his baud
during the past, four years.
Though rewards of $0000 bv the' governor oí Arizona and !f2,00) by the governor of New .Mexico have been placed
upon his head and repeated expeditions
of government troops have been sent out
I

-

gold-seeke- rs

for his capture, he has thus far eluded
pursuit, ranging over a vast extent of
country, comprising thousands of square
miles, where no white man can follow
for lack of water.
livery day repeats the story of his
crimes. At unexpected times the Kid
appears in many different guises, but be
is usually dressed as a Mexican, with a
drooping sombrero, a flannel shirt, belt,
trousers and top boots or shoes. In this
attire, with his square, swarthy face,
compact figure and careless grace, he
looks more like a Mexican than an Indian, and this effect is heightened by his
perfect Spanish speech. Ho rides in advance of his band, solitary on a wild
mustang, scanning the horizon and planning his raids, often making his attacks
entirely alone.
The Kid does not by any means confine himself to forays and murderous
outrages. He has a passion for stealing
girls for wives. His first achievement
in this line was the captureof
an Apache maiden whom he took from
the door of her wickiup on the San Carlos reservation in September, 1890. He
Xatheth-lay- ,
next secured the
d
who was but 13 years old. lie came
upon the girl an her mother at Oibicu
crossing of the Salt river on the reservation May 17, 1802. He killed the mothmade captive the daughter, b.it
released her shortly after and she
turned to the reservation. His third
victim win
the daughter
of Indian scout Jack Long.
She va
forcibly taken by the Kid from the reservation October 2."), 1892. While h.
was engaged in this abduction his lliv
wife,
escaped from camp and
made her way to her reservation alone.
She Inn sii.ee acted as guide for the
troops in pursuit of the Kid. It. win
milk-face-
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through her tha,t Jack Long effected the
rescue of his daughter.
The most notable expedition hitherto
led against the Kid was in 1892 by Lieut.
Williams of Fort Whipple, near Prescott
Ariz. He took a detachment of thirteen
Apache scouts,
as bloodhounds. They sturck the trail of tho
Kid and followed him for sometimes
camping in the evening, where ho had
camped the previous night, till tho trail
led further and further into tho arid
region on the south , where they were
compelled to abandon their quest, not
being permitted to cross the Mexican
border into the fastnesses where he
sought refuge. Los Angleles Herald.
keen-scent-

Excursion Hilton.
Between the dates of June 1st and
September 30t h, the Atchison,Topeka and
Santa Vo Railroad Co., will sell from
Silver City, round trip tickets to various
eastern and northern points at greatly
reduced rates, limited for return until
October 31st, 1895.
Having recently shortened our time
from Silver City to eastern points, we
are now in position to place our patrons
in Kansas City. St. Louis, or Chicago,
twelve hours ahead of any other line,
our Eating Houses are uneqtialed, roadbed smooth, and equipment modern.
For furt her information regarding
ra'es, limits, connections, etc. call upon
Mr. F, I). Kilmer, Agent, Silver City, or
address E. Capeland, Ceneral Agent,
at El Paso, Texas.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Nota u y Pi'iii.ic.
OltliT at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
I'nst-ollle- e.
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Which

Shaii It Be ?
Youn OKDEita for High Grade Sewing Machines, Hicycles. Vehicles, Raby
Carriages, etc., placed with local and retail dealers with three to six middle- d men's profits, or Willi the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost.. If you are a money saver there
3 can bo no doubt as to your decision. Write tu clay for one of o
E3 catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains'
re ouVriiigyo diir
2? cnt style Sewing Machines, rumrins in price from $S.0u to $30.üüK leycles,
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to
Those of tho latter
being
3 equal to wheels sold by agents and dealer;! at $'25.00. We show 1;".0 designs
in liaby Carriages the latest, th:- - handsomest
;all new patte::u, many
3 direct importations.
Wo handle evorythin? under the sun in tin
PHAE-- 3
3 VEHICLE ANO HÁRN"5? I INE, BUGGIES. CARIA-M.- ,
TONS. ROAO WAGONS. CARTS, HARNESS, SAEDLH
TO ,
3 at prices out of reach of competition.
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
1
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build, in writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a spe-cicatalogue for emu liiu. Address i.: iidl
;

$M.
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CASH BUYERS' UNÍCN.
C 678.

159-16-

1

W. Van Buren St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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TUB KAHliK.

WEATHER SERVICE.

W HNFSMY,

ALO 1ST 14,

18.

thousand candle-powerand the light
:,eiit forth is increased by the reflector
) about one hundred thousand eandle-iweThe carbon used is an inch in
:inieter, and the em rent is taken from
i lie house mains at a potential of one
hundred and seventeen volts and re- lueed to forty-sevevolts by rheostats. The present projector is directed
by hand, but the larger one will be operated by a keyboard in the tower. The
'(earn of white light from the big apparatus, it is calculated, may be thrown,
in clear weather, over a circle having a
radius of forty miles or more.
The Chicago weather olllce is the
headquarters of the service for the
upper lake region, extending from
Indiana on the east uiul Indian territory on the south to the international
boundary on the north and the crest
of the llocky mountains on the west
a region that floats a commerce as heavy
as the Atlantic seaboard, aud includes
the great
states of the
country.
It is curious to note how far the popular fiction of the actual control of the
weather by the oiiicial observer has
grown into a vulgar belief.
In times
when a change of weather, for hot or
cold, wet or dry, is anxiously looked
for. it is not uncommon for
men to invade the
sky parlor of the "weather man" and
earnestly beg or vehemently demand
the desired alteration in meteorologic
conditions. Others, of the class known
as "cranks," come to divulge their pe-- ,
juliar "systems" and to plead for an exchange of confidences, that they may
be the better enabled to deal out rain
or shine to the satisfaction of their
patrons.
Such people are briefly referred to the weather chart and the
various indicators, and are obliged,
many of them being unable to road
even a barometer, to make the best of
such means of information.

ME
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That of Chicago Includes a New
Searchlight

Signal.

Interesting Information Regarding
ThU Unique Addition to the Signal
Apparatus A Curious Vulgar Belief.

Gome

The gardeners

within a radius of

twenty miles of Chicago, when they
saw a beam of white light sweep

slowly across the sky, some of those
chilly nights in the last week of May,
knew that it was a warning of frost,
and with blankets and straw mats
made haste to cover their tender plants,
and so save their early crops. Out on
the lake, and in the harbor where vessels deeply laden with grain were
ruady to go down to the straits, when
the pilots saw a streak of
light shoot across the sky from
the direction of the big city, they knew
that it was not a display of aurora
borealis, but a warning of a marine
storm with high westerly winds. And
if the beam was solid red, it was quickly
interpreted as presaging a storm with
nigh easterly winds. And, remembering the big storm of last May, writes
John T. Rramhall in Leslie's Weekly,
the boats kept the harbor in safety until
the storm went by. These lights came
from the government signal station,
high upon the tower of the Auditorium,
from the level top of which the electric
projector can throw a light twenty or
thirty miles over the horizon in any
direction.
The use of the searchlight for this
purpose is entirely new, and is the result of the progressive policy of the
secretary of agriculture, lion. J. Sterling Morton, who has brought the
weather bureau to a state of efficiency
and usefulness never before attained,
and who has been ably seconded in his
efforts by Prof. W. L. Moore, who won
the post of chief observer of the district
of the northwest by his success in a
severe competitive examination, In
which problems in weather forecasting
formed the chief part. Prof. Moore
,
was trained by Maj. II. H. C.
the assistant chief of the
weather bureau, who is rated by scientific men as the foremost practical
meteorologist in the world.
Prof.
Moore's recent promotion to the position of chief of the weather bureau
service is only a just recognition of his
high capacity and eminently useful
career. The searchlight used for the
Chicago weather signal is a thirty-inc- h
projector which was made by
the General Electric company for
the cruiser Maine. When needed on
the ship it will be replaced by a forty-eiginch (if not one still larger) reflector, similar to those
powerful
lights which threw their beams from
the great roof of the Manufactures
building at the world's fair down upon
the Wooded Island and the Court of
Honor, and illumined the heavens
for miles around. The apparatus
at present used is rated at twenty
Dun-woody-
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NEW

EDIBLE GRAIN

stituents.'

" 'Well, I shorely wonder!' observed

my uncle, laying down his knife and
fork and looking at me. 'Don't that
beat snakes amazin'! Why, I never

knowed that. I heered how you went
down to Texas about three years ago
to visit your Uncle Hill, and notnoticin'
you around none since and not hearin'
of you, I sort o' cknned rn'd staid.'"
Something New In Windmills.

'

the result is causing a great deal of
speculation to those who are interested
in the subject. Not in tho history of
civilized man has a single edible grain
been developed. The cereals as far as '
history has shown are as old as man
himself.
This
cereal, says
the New York Herald, is found on what
appear to be common swamp canon,
such as are ordinarily cut for fishing
poles. These canes arc found tobcfcir-- '
ly loaded down with gram corresponding in shape and taste with oats, but
two or three times as large, containing
a germ or starchy substance very pleasant to the taste. Horses eat the grain
in preference to corn or oats. Hogs fatten on it readily and chickens devour it
with avidity. No attempt has yet been
made to make bread from tho grain,
but it is stated by those who examined
it that there is no doubt that it can be
ground and made Into nutritious,
d
though perhaps
bread.
'

newly-discovere-

d

j

dark-colore-

e
The
windmill that towering skeleton of ribs and fans with
which we are familiar has recently
been improved in a fashion that
promises much better results an increased rate of power and much greater
ease of management.
Instead of fans
or arms turning over and over, wheel-fashiothe conditions are reversed,
the axle being perpendicular, and the
fans turning from side to side. This
arrangement has advantages, in that
the machinery can be made stronger,
and by an ingeniously contrived set of
levers the fans open and close automatically. This is of great importance,
as a sudden gale is liable to wreck an
ordinary windmill on short notice.
With this new device, it is claimed that
no matter how rapidly the funs may revolve, they will catch the wind only at
the proper time, the other side opening
to give free passage to the air; thus the
higher the gale, the higher the rate of
speed and the more effective the
machinery.
It is said that in windy
countries enough power can be generated to run a small dynamo. The
greatest value of a windmill in fi(nn.
tries where continual nnmninw of
water is necessary for Durnoses nf Wi
gation.
A Windmill constructed on
this new principle costs no more than
the old style, is infinitely more effective, less liable to get out of order, and
has a greater variety of uses than any
heretofore made.
old-tim-

FOUND.

Growi In Alabama and Rank In Value
with Oats and Corn.
A new edible grain is said to have
been discovered in Russell county, Ala.
The discovery is an important one and

Did "neat Nnakes" How Ills Nephew
Had Climbed Up.

"My uncle," said Representative
John Allen, of Tupelo, Miss., toa group
of listeners, accordin g to the Washington Star, "is one of the
men in my district. I think a great
deal of the old gentleman. During a
campaign I go everywhere in my district. After being nominated a second
time I resolved on a searching, what
one might call a painstaking, campaign. Being scheduled for a speech
over in the far end of my district, and
remembering that my uncle abode in
that vicinity, I determined to visit the
old gentleman. We were just sitting
down to supper and the old man was
purveying me a fried chicken on the
tines of his fork, when he remarked in
his mellow, amiable way:
" 'Whar have you been, lately, John?'
"I told him I'd been in Washington
for two years.
" 'In Washington?' he repeated, in
tones of astonishment.
'Why, whatever in the name of Peter be you doin'
in Washington?'
" 'I'm representative from this district,' I replied. 'I was elected two
years ago, and have been at the capital
almost continually since looking after
the interests of you and my other con-

n
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THE SILVER DEBATE.
The Harvey Hrr Contest lirlefly
med up by Mr. Harvey.

Following
Ilarvey-IIor-

vey
1

r

Sum-

the summing up of the
debate made by Mr. Har-

is

:

.That gold and silver are the money

of the constitution.

AUGUST

U,

forming the
functions of primary
money.
8. I believe those who road and care"
fully digest the debate will conclude that
I have made good all the propositions set
torth in my opening statements. That
Mr. Horr found no errors in Coin's Fi
nancial School, except the statement in
page 9, where it stated that the silver
coined prior to 1873 was $105,000,000,
which we both agree should read $143,- 000,000. This is not an error affecting the
merits of the book or the principle involv
ed, and to have stated n was $143,000,- 000 would have been more to the interest
of my cause than to have stated it at

18!)!

13

Have

Mr. Horr did not
controvert this, and I left it with Daniel
Webster's statements to that effect.
2. That the silver dollar was the
unit
of value in our coinage system fixed by
the act of 1702. Mr. Horr admits this.
See pages 56 and 61, official report.
3. That both silver and gold were the
measures of value of property until 1873, $105,000,000.
;
and the debtor had a right to pay in
Io You Want n Good Hunch.
either metal. See Mr. Horr's answer to
A first class ranch in the vicinity of
Mr. Motsinger on pago 100.
Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
4. That the act of 1873 was surreptibargain. Farm tools and stock included.
Sheep taken as part payment. If you
tiously passed.
"What Garfield, Rlaine and others said mean business, The Eaoi.k, Silver City,
N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
on this subject will be found in the con
Write now for particulars."
gressional records during the dismissions
If in .Search of a New SeiiHation,
to which my other references given in
debate will direct the reader. A letter Try the effect of a mud bath at Las Vegas
from
General Pierrepont Hot Springs, New Mexico. Other forms
of baths may be had there, all especially
under President Grant, to lion. George beneficial
in rheumatic troubles and disMerrick, Denver, Colo., stating that eases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic
(ion. Grant told hinn he was .deceived air of this resort is just the thing for
by the act of 1873, is in my possition and tired nerves, and there is nothing so
New Mexico sunshine, especiI will cause it to be printed and to get restful as
ally when supplemented by such fine
general circulation.
service as is given at the Hotel Montezu5. That for all time of which we have ma, reopened June 20. This famous inn
It sells for 25 cents, but
knowlege gold and silver were treated cannot be excelled anywhere in the
.equally as money, P.oth had a right to Southwest.
Round-tri- p
excursion tickets on sale to
enter the mints in all the countries of Las Vegas Hot Springs from principal may be had free by subthe. world until 1816, when England points, lieached only over the Santa I'e
Koute. For illustrated pamphlet and a
closed her mints to silver, and 1873-7to THE EAGLE
copy of "Land of Sunshine," address G. scribers
when the United States, Germany,
T. Nicholson, G. P. A., Monadnock
France and the Latin Union followed. building, Chicago.
And until ,873-7who pay a year in advance
the commercial values
You can get a copy of Coin's Finanof the two metals were substantially at
cial School free by paying a year's sub1
a parity with the legal ratio. That this
scription to Tmk Eaoi.k in advance.
condition made both metals available for Call at the olliee, leave your subscripuse as primary money, and the demand tion and get a copy of the greatest book
for primary money was relieved by the on the silver question ever published.
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
volume of both metals.
GUADALUPE MENDOZA,
6 That prices of all kinds of property
nanne:
KIpinintr niiil
are measured in gold alone and are subí K'F.I'AUMNT. NEATLY
vicinity.
stantially at the present time onehalf
AM)
I'KOMPTI.Y DONE.
what they would be under the bimetali
lic system. Mr. Horr frequently in
Prices reasonable, mill
Silver Cil v,
satisfaction Ktiarantecd,
N.'M.
substantially makes this admission.
Shop on Yanlile Street.
7. There were $143,000,000 in silver
coined in our mints prior to 1SIÍ3, all of
which coined prior to 185:5 wa-- t primary
money, and since 185! the silver dollars
1
were primary money, and by virtue of
2
the right of silver to be coined into pri)h
mary money, though the medium of silver dollars, the whole system was exerting its inllnence as a measure of value
is?
and stood ready to be coined, and to
(
share equally with gold the demand for
money.
ONE GIVES
12. That all silver coined since Februto,
ary 1873, has been token money, representing gold, is not exerting an inllueiice
as a measure of value and is not per
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ST. LOUIS REPUBLIC!

TH

WILL DISTRIBUTE

I FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
IN FREE GIFTS
To Subscribers of the Twice-a-Wee- k

I

AV. C. Porterlield will leave today for
Boston where lie will attend the
encampment of the Knight Templars
of the World as a representative of the
Deming Lodge. On his return he will
attend the meeting of the Pharmaceutical Association in Denver, being absent
in all about one month. James Kinnear
is assisting Gun. Riling in the management of the store during Mr. Porterlields

Edition.

valued at 6,S07.10, have been distributed to ub- H.iPP.?. .T"?,!1 ,""?R.'.
k
Edition of THE ST. LOUIS REPUBLIC
who sent in
Ah,f, 0.rder8 '", tJuly- - A"'her list o( one thousand, valued at .(7.20,
subscribers, and a third list, valued at 4 135.25, will be offered offered to sub?
In Bjult'n a valuable engraving Is given every
?.?rlnb(lr8,
scribe
lwo
making the total value of the gifts distributed oversul$:,0.000.
The "list
8orll-In Angus .Is given below, and the list for September wll
séntem- be
announced
,0i and the last 300 subscribers during August
rJ ,Th.? "r8t
send correct
question "Where toes the Word '
sswers
.iff "h0 ,'nr
thB
Twlce-A-Wee-

5

r

5 special6

JSf

rder the'r an"Wer8
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a 1st Correct
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FIRST 700 GIFTS:

One vear scholar.
board at "The
M,Ba c- - E' Mason's
5
kille.- School for Olrls and Young La- S
dies. Tarrytown-on-HudnoNew
S
iork. Unquestionably the most
5 beautiful
Eastern school for glils.1555.00
2 One year scholarship
Clara Con-Institute, Mempnls, Tenn.... 200.00
. -g- way
eholarshtp Barnes'
Shorthand
School, Arthur J, Barnes, Prest..
St. Louis
; i5o qq
4 Life Scholarship Watson's Rust- ness College (successors to Led-- a
dins Business College), Memphis.
Tenn.; W. T. Watson, Pr.n.. ...... 150.00
S 6 One
year scholarship Central Fe- male College, Archibald A. Jones,
.S Prest., Lexington, Mo
115.00
One year scholarship
complete
business course (actual business
B
practice and practical bookkeep-- a
'"S. with banking), Jones' Coin- m1rclaI CuWege. J- - G. Bohmer,
Prln., St. Loul- 100 00
'Scholarship
Eastman Business
College, FoughLeepsie, N. Y
100.00
8 Complete cnuise New York Cul- lege of Business
-- Course of Shorthand and Type-- a 100 00
writing, Jones' Commercial Col- lege, bt. Louis
100 00
10 Scholarship
Christian Brothers'
College, Memphis
100 00
K. C. (Mo.) Bus
University
jm nn
J, ?.?n,.lar8ilip Fron'h or German.. 70.00
H"7;VaJter Ai Wootl Cyclone Mower.. 05.00
year sc holarship Sprlng- Normal School, Sprlnglleld,
ííld
Mo.; 160 each
12ft 00
Farm Wagon
m'.m
Home
Sewing
ÍI"Trl!.w
Machine
60. uo
S
Trip Colorado SorliiL-- s
S
via Missouri Pacific; 04.20 each.. 108.40

year scholarship (literary deliapilst h emule College,

20--

trip.

partment)

ieAinKMiii, mu., iiev.
son,
President

vv. A. Wil-

50.00

E

Round trip ticket to Denver via
Hurlmcton Route
49.00 r
Fine Breech-loadin- g
Shotgun
40.00
24
Round trip to Cotton Slutes
Exposition, Atlanta, Oa.; via L.
& N. and N., C. & St. L. Ry.;
$37.20 each
74.40
25 (iold Filled Hunting Cuse Watch
35.00
28 (Juld Filled Hunting Case Watch
35.00
27
China Dinner Set
25. IW
28
Steamboat trip
12.00
- Barm s' home course Instruction
1
in shorthand; $10 each
30.00
32 Pair Fine Opera Cañases
8.0D
33- Atlas of World; S7.50 ea 37.50
3s- -Si
lid t,ld Ring, 18 karat!..
7 6.00
35 Remington
6.0i)
Ride
4- 0- Sulid Gold R ng, 18 karat
6.00
41
Remington 32- -i ullber Ride
6.00
42 Five Dollar Gold .Piece
6.00
43- - U7
Subscription to "North Ameri
can Review;" Í5 eneh
12r,.oo
2
Oxford Tenchers Bible; $5 each 76.00
Political and Geographical Map
United .Stales (11 colors), $1 each. 150.00
11- 3- Set Ro- - 'iV Table Spoons
4.50
114- - 123
Set Ropers' Tea Spoons, $3 ca 30.00
Gnld-'illc- d
8
Thimble, $2 each.. 30.00
13!M
Umbrella, $2 each
10.00
8
Miniature Atlas and Gazetteer
of World. $1.25 each
3.75
1
R & (1 Corset: $1 each
25.1)
2
Fine Engraving; $1 each
151.00
2
Tickets two days great St.
7 tn 10. trjl
I.nil'B TTn'r IKil:noil In premiums: $1 each
200.00
6
Fine Engraving; $1 each
114.00
Dollar Package
Old
Coon
Smoking Tobacco; $1 each
69.00
0
One Sliver Dollar each
6.00
21

a

22
23

a

a
a

a

a
a
aa

aa
aa
a

the United States Court need have no
fear of ample hotel accommodations.
There are now over one hundred rooms
availalle and the comple I n of the
liroudway will add more.
Silver City
can accommodate all who come and
more and with the very best at that.

l.t

The County Commissioners did not
make the tax levy at their meeting Monday nil er all. In addition to I bequest ion
of the Laird mandamus proceedings, the
members oí board sinu k'a snag as to the
disposition of the $2,000 paid in on the
Berg judgment. Several persons contended hat it should go to pay the
debts accruing this year while others
held that, back allowance-and warrants
should be met. The
waxed
warm for some lime anil it was dually
decided to bring the mal ter before the
court, for a decision by mandamus, which
will be done by some of Ihc interested
parties this week yet. It is altogether
likely that another meeting of Hie hoard
will lie held earlv next week to make the

lew.

LAST 300 GIFTS:

:

TJ" ,cinm! Jn. ?t0 from subscribers who reside In remoto parts of the
United Vtnl2
.8;i,inrdiiLnJ"L'1''r. nat ""8C m"v "B"
eive handsome gifts we
to
the last
V, 1r8,!t'n',llnK
cor,r?,ct answers (envelope to bear postmark not latir
0 OI,lc8 not later thfl
W- fo"
lowing handle "nn'd
8e"te'"
th.
.
- ...
Qi.lUI
correct Answer One year
iast
Atlas World, $7.50 ea. 22.60
scholarship Baptist Female Col2- 1- Solld Gold Ring,
lege. Lexington, Mo., Rev. W. A.
22 Remington
Rille
6.oo
Wilson, President....
$300.00
Sub. North Am. Review, $5 ea. 25.00
Memphis Keeley Institute. 201.00 2- 8- Gold Watch
Charm
5.00 E
(same as No. 3 1st 7U0) 150.00 29- Teaclurs Bible. $5 each. 50.00
aiship (ruine as No. 4 1st 7,j lf,o.(k)
Map U. S., $5 ea. 100. no
(samo as No. 6 M 7o ,) )ir, ik) wi Mot lingers' I nolo Spoons
4.50
6 Scholarship (same as No. 6 1st 700)
loo.oo 60- - 64 Set Rogers' Tea Spoons, $3 each 15. HO
7 Scholarship (same us No. 11 1st 700) li ..00
61 One Quid Coin
2.50
8Sohnlarship, French or German.. 70.00
Thimble, $2 each.... 20.00
8
,"c;h,nl,lsnl,, samc as No. 14 1st 700) 60.00
.110
Fine Unibrelln. $2 each
tolonulo Spgs. and return. 64.20
Miniature Atlas World, $1.25 ea 3.75
11
Ticket to Denver and return
82-4!i.m)
$1 each
Kngravlng.
Fine
m
13.
J 2 Rou n d t rip t o Atlanta Exposition.
4
37.20
R & U Corset, $1 each
10.00
13 (Juld-nile- d
Hiinllng Case Watch.. 35.00
St. Louis Fulr, $1 ea.. 100. 00
trip
)i no o id Fine lí'igravlnir
&0.00
15
Course Shorthand, $10 ea 20.00
Pkif. Old Coon Tobacco, $1 ea 41.00
B.uo
ii i uir r me upui a Ulussus
-- vu wu
...... ,.,,ti-- i xooiii eucjl
6.00
.
.
r.
ST'MXf ATJVT1 ...1... . j.u'iu
av.
rjieciai ifiiis 10 De awarded ror
vniur ui
a
aÍruvI
Ari'V'fl ,B,1' B;".in: Total vnliio of Special GUIs
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"ending answers too late to secure one of the first 700
cifts and S
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i yenr's snWriplion io
Tun Kahlk in iidvince.
YipI $2
and get Tun ICagi.h and lliis valuable book. Address

Tun Haum,
Silver City, N. M.
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A
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INlujTRY.

PAYING

Out RullJozi to Protect Prop-

erty In Hummer.
Bulldog Douglas is a character in
the suburbs of this city, says the Washington Star. But it is not of B. D. so
much as his occupation one wants to
speak. The latter is peculiar and altogether a suggestion of Bulldog Douglas. Be it known that Bulldog Douglas is the proprietor of a multitude of
bulldogs, all of whom he dearly loves.
Just as a miser might love and hoard
money, just so does Douglas go on
through life amassing and hoarding
bulldogs.
lie can't, to his notion,
have too many of these bellicose chat- tels. At last it would appear as if he
had found a use for them. The idea
had suggestion to him because of the
expense of maintaining his canine
standing army. He must find something for them to do. The other day a
gentleman met Bulldog Douglas towing a felonious-lookin- g
dog at the end
of a rope.
"Just hired out another W " rr- marked Douglas, delightedly, pausing
and looking fondly on his vicious pet.
"What do you mean by that?" queried
tne gentleman.
Bulldog Douglas then advanced an
explanation. Many of the residents of
v
asinngton leave town for the summer
As a protection to their houses during
tneir absence Jlulldog Douglas rents
them a savage dog, warranted to tear
the hind leg off a burglar or a tramp at
the drop of the hat. Kent, per dog,
three dollars per month.
Dulldog
Douglas stakes out the canine sentry
in the back yard with the rope long
enough to allow him to patrol the
whole rear of the house. Then when
the burglar appears the do;,' mingles
with him and the burglar soon afterward hurries away. The inventor of
this unique patrol for back yards
claims great things for his system.
During the summer season lie puts out
some two scores of dogs to hire after
this fashion. Bulldog Douglas makes
the rounds once a day
water and rations on the dogs. They do
the rest. It's a novel industry and during the touring mouths liulhlog Douglas declares it to be a paying one.

AUGUST 14, 1895.

peace of the world.
Some idea of the burden of official
work that falls upon the queen may be
gathered from the statement that in
the course of last year her majesty
masterea tne contents of no fewer than
twenty-eigh- t
thousand dispatches.
In these democratic days we are so
accustomed to keep uppermost in our
minds the social side of the sovereign's
duties that we are apt to forget how
heavy is her share in the actual work
of government.
Though her ministers are, of course,
responsible, no oilicial act of theirs is
valid without herassent, which is never
given without a thorough and conscientious examination of the question in
hand.
But, in addition to her majesty's
heavy state duties, there is the enormous private correspondence which her
vast and widely-spreafamily circle
renders necessary and which she maintains with the most scrupulous and unfailing regularity.
There are probably few women of
seventy-siwho get through a tithe of
the work daily performed by the indefatigable queen.
d

x
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Hint Which Is Quite Effective.
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TWO
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wfl f0.
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A Tale of Two Nations
should be read by everyone who has read Coin's

Financial School.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to
Tim Eagmv who pays a
year's subscription in advance. It will open the
eyes of thousands who arc
unacquainted with the particulars concerning the de-

The night clerk inany big newspaper
office has his hands full of work, but
time and time again is bothered by.the
tramp who wanders in to get a warming. Ostensibly the visitors look over
the file to search with advertisements,
but with bowed head soon fall to sleep.
The true tramn
-D
nig as long as the surroundings are
warm. A night clerk in a newspaper
office has discovered a sure wav of
monetization of silver.
ousting these undesirable denizens
witnout toree, lie keeps a small colSend in your subscriplection of the electric light lamps that
have become useless. He waits until tion today.
the tramp is dreaming his soundest,
and then throws one of the innocent-lookin- g
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
globes at his feet. There is an
awful explosion. The tramp looks
THE
around in wonderment and fright.
The imperturbable clerk is hard at his HOCK Y .MOUNTAIN
NEWS
books entering the last "ads" sent in,
UstiiMnI.eil
1xr!.
and the tramp "scoots," thankful to
have escaped some greater danger.

"f

1

s

SHE LOVES THE FRENCH.
That Is Why Quoeii Victm-iIi Ro I'opu-U-

WEDNESDAY.

:

TKI1MS OK SUHSItll'TION.
The lloran Knew hundny.
Dexter (Me.) man has a mare that
(IX ADVANCE.)
knows several tilings, and, among other
accomplishments, apparently can tell
DAILY.
uie oay oi me week. Un a recent Sun$7.50
day the gentleman hitched up, and, One yenr. !y mull
:)T5
having assisted his wife into the car- Six mtlis i,y mhII
UK)
,
riage, got in himself. lie was busied Ylirec murillisliy mull
tlii
for a moment in arranging the robe, Dili' liiimtli liy mil
(I t:tvr";;.) yeni'
Sí.ftt)
v
Sun
"ii.
and before he had taken up the reins
I) ily
ions l"i li.ilc lir Sunday.
the horse started out of the yard into
the street. His purpose was to attend
WEEKLY.
church, and, as the horse took that
direction, he decided to let her go withIiv "vi ' 1.
SI. IK)
!vi
out guiding, to see what she would do. One
it
i'iiiii'Mi,
Siiiiiii'
niilli':i- e.l.li
The route is altogether different from
inn.
that taken in the week-dadriving,
lie left the reins hanging on the dasher,
but, nevertheless, was carried as
straight to the church as he would have n'lte Nn':i 'stlie nn'v ntis':;!'"t rliiiniplon
W in' In every
gone if he had turned the horse. With- o' "!v" In 'V- (Hi, :in
'
;il vi
ii 's nf ever
out a word, when she had turned up liii'n in i'! i'
to the church door and tlui carriage miner tin 'irslness i".!'.n In New Mevlen.
Send In yunr snliseri pi Inns lit once.
was in position at the steps, the mare
.. ii.li'r wcil to
A" ''ii'i ni'i.iii"iiiu.is n
stopped for hi? mpif,.r to alight.
lJi
News
iotinft Co., Denver, Colo.
A

r
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The great popularity

enjoyed by
is due not
only to her
virtues,
both as an exemplary suvuivign and an
exemplary woman, but also to tiie
knowledge of hoi- exlrene loudness for
the French, nation and French people
generally, says the New York Journal.
One of the secreis of the queer.'.;
great personal inilueneo in European
politics an influence ever used on the
side of peace and good will is her
equal attachment to the two great continental nations which have so long
been rivals.
I believe we shall know some day
better than we know now how much
her majesty has done to bring about a
better understanding between France
and Germany, and so to promote the
Queen Victoria in France
world-recognize- d
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PROFESSIONAL

10

Will practico In all tlio courts of the terriO nitro

SILVEH HIT

Y

corner Texas and

Sprint,' st reets.

XEv

MEXICO.

.....

TAMES S. FIELDEr!
'J
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
'" l,10ll(lwiiy

Al'tJl'ST

14-- ,

Ollloiul Directory.

CARDS.

1MIL& ANCHETA,
J
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
tory.

KAUUí. WKDXKSDAY,

THE SUN.

Delegate to Congress

Thomas II. Catron.
W. T. Thornton,
Lorion Miller.
Thomas Smith,

(overnor

Secretary

N.

,M.

...

A

The fii'M of

N. C. Collier.
)
II. II. Hamilton,
N. II. Laiighllu,
(i. II. Rant.,
W. II. Walton. Clerk

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.
Associates

Charles I'. Easley,
Charles M. Shaníion,
J. H. Ilenimiiniwnv.
Edward L. Hall,

Cosf-'i'ov-

The American Constitution, the American
Idea,.the American Spirit. These (list, last,
and all the time, forever.
Dully, by mall

$(1

a year

Dally and Sunday, by mall

?H

a year

The Weekly

$ a

A. M.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

COURT OF IMtlVATK l,ANI

year

The Sunday Sun
is tlio greatest Sunday Newspaper
in the world.
Price 5c. a copy.

By mail,

$2

a year.

Address Till: SI N, New York.

"-

It.

American Newspapers,

Chief.) ustlce

Third Judicial District
Surveyor (ieneral
U. S. Collector
U.S. District Attorney
L. PICKETT,
U . S. nrshal
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
II. W. Loomls.
Deputy U.S. Marshal
W.
Mine
Fleming,
J.
Inspector
SILVER CITY,
S.
U.
Coal
M
N.
.1. II Walker. Santa Fe Register Land Olllce
II. 1IAKLLEE.
I'edro Delgado, Santa l'"e Kec'v'r Land Olllce
John I). Hryan, Las'ruces Reg'r Land Olllce
'
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
District Attorney for Counties of Crant and .1. I'. A sea rale. Las Cruces, Kec'v'r L'd Olllce
Reg'r Land Ollice
Richard Voting. Koswcll
Sierra.
W, (!.
Koswell, Kec'v'r Land office
SILVER CITY
N, M. W. W. Ilovle. Clavlon.
Reg'r Land Olllce
II. C. Plokols. Clayton.
Kec'v'r Land Ollice
JOHN M. OINN.
'
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
TKIIUITOHIAI..
W t 111 pract ice in
all the Courts of the
J. I'. Victory.
Solicitor General
T,"Ti",,y-- .
.1. 11. Crist. Santa Fe.
District attorney
SILVER CITY.
.
N.M. R. L. You ni'. Las Cruces,
"
"
"
T. N. Wllkersou. Alb'.iie,
P T. PHILLIPS.
"
"
A. II. Ilarllee. Silver City,
y PHYSICIAN AND KURUEON.
"
"
II. M. Daiighcrty. Socorro.
Ollleo at Hniley's drug Store. Rooms
"
"
at A. A. Jones, Las Veens,
"
"
John Franklin, Eddy,
N. M Jose Segura,
Librarian
.
U.S. Clancy,
Clerk Supreme Court
WILLIAMS
GILHEKT.
Horgmaiin.
E.
Penitentiary
' PHYSICIANS AND SURdEONS. (ico.II. W. Knaebel,Superintendent
Adjutant (ieneral
Ollice In Hroadwny block.
Treasurer
Will answer all Samuel Eldo.lt.
Marcelino Carola.
Auditor
SILVER C.TY,l"S1,,-y,"""Chavez,
Amado
of Schools
Supt.
.
N.M. M. S.
Hart.
Coal Oil Inspector

"t'.

SILVER

18t5.

CLAIMS.

Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
Silver City Chapter. No. 2. ut Masonic
II. HI. Kegiilnr convocations on ltd
Associate Just ices Wilbur I1'. Stone, of CoWednesday evening of each month. All eoinnaulons lorado; Tin trims 0. Fuller of North Carolina;
Invited to attend.
E. Cosouovk II. . William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
Sluss. of Kansas.
Phhuy 1. Lady, Sec'y.
Malt (J. Reynolds.
of Missouri. United
F. & A. M.
States Attorney.
NoS,'! v,'r :lty.
Meets at Mason- a I. over Silver City Nad Hank,
!V
COUNTY.
the
I
rsdny evening on or before the full moon
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to I!. V. Newsham.
Probate Judge.
N. A. Ilollch.
Treasurer
E. M. You nit.
I'KHKY B. Lady, Sec'y.
Probate Clerk
Shannon,
llavlor
Sheriff
A E. S.
A. U. Laird.
Collector
V. Silver City Chapter No. .1, O. E. S. Meets T. N. Chllders.
Assessor
every st andad Tuesday in each mont h n't (i. K. Hrown,
Surveyor
Masonic Hull.
Mus. E. v, T. Wauhkn, W. M. J. N. Upton.
Commissioner
Mus. Nki.i, y IJ. Lady, Sec'y.
A. J. Clark.
Commissioner
Thomas Foster
Commissioner
T O.O.F.
II. T. Link,
School Superintendent
1. .las L. Ridgely Encampment No. 1. meets
the 3.1 ud 4.1, Wednesdays Of each month.
Isillng patriarchs cordially Invited.
i yor
A. E. Atkins. C. I'. J. W. Fleming.
.1. .1. KKM.y.
J. W. Car ter.
Treasu rer
Scribe.
Wm. F. Lorenz,
Clerk
T O. O. K.
Frank Wright,
Attorney
ty'1"0- NorMls"ar,T",i!".v
meets at Odd C. L. Cantley,
arsha
l e
all. Hunk building, Thursday evenings. Members of the order ciirdlally Inno Altll OF KIM'CATION.
vited to attend.
F. P. .I i.nks '
i'
C. Hennett.
CitAiu.Ks O. HkMj. sec'y.
Win. flrahni.
A

if.
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waste i'lfe
Further
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you.
You have sTS
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preclountlme and
treat-mfnivncmmi
will never euro
prohnniy
trie a

Nature in A I..
and waiting to
willinRl
cure you, and no uSs
"inn suffering
ig incuraDie:
from the following wW)íUw
Nominal WcukiiONM. F.iiiInkIoiin. I'nrlinl
or Toliil Iiiiiolenee, Itrnln KxliniiNllun,
I.OHsrN,
liKlisorellon,
i'urKctfiilnCNN,
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